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In this paper, we consider the first boundary value problem for the nonlinear 
concentration dependent diffusion equation: u’(t)- Aurn =0 in 8, a smooth 
bounded domain in IV, with the zero lateral boundary condition and with a 
positive initial condition; m is supposed to be between 0 and 1. Then the solution 
decays to zero in some finite time T * depending upon the initial data. Here we 
propose a scheme for the discretization in time of that problem; we prove that the 
numerical solution is null after a finite number of time steps and we obtain the 
convergence of the method and estimates of the numerical extinction time. c 1989 
Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be a bounded domain of Rd with a regular boundary r. We 
consider the fast diffusion problem: Find a function u defined over Q such 
that 
u’(t) - Aurn = 0 in Q x 10, T[ 
u(x, t) = 0 on Tx 10, r[ (0.1) 
u(x, 0) = uo(x) > 0 
with O<m< 1. 
This problem occurs in the modelling of plasmas. The principal charac- 
teristic of the solution is that it decays to zero in some finite time 
depending upon the initial data. The behavior of the solution near the 
extinction time has been studied by Berryman and Holland [4]. Here we 
are interested by the computation of a numerical solution which has the 
same property and we prove the convergence of the method. 
An outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 1, we recall some 
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theoretical results obtained by Sabinina [7] and Berryman and Holland 
[4]; in Section 2, we introduce a numerical method to compute the 
solution of (1.1) and we prove the existence and the uniqueness of the 
numerical solution; in Section 3, we obtain estimates of the numerical 
extinction time and Section 4 is devoted to the convergence of the method. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that u0 is in L’(0). Then u is a weak solution of (0.1) if 
UEC([O, T];L’(Q))nL”((O, T)xQ) 
and if 
vcp E c2.y [O, T] x a), cp = 0 on TX [0, r], 
j, 4~ T)cp(x, T) dx - j- (up, + urn &) dx dt 
n x (0, T) 
= 
1 
uo(x) q(x) dx. (1.1) 
R 
Sabinina [7] has proved the existence and the uniqueness of the solution 
in the case Sz c R. She showed that if the initial condition is in C’(a) and 
is zero on the boundary r, then there is an extinction time T* depending 
upon the initial data such that: 
(i) u(x, t) is a classical solution on Q x IO, T*[, positive on 
Q x 10, T*[ which assumes the initial and boundary values; 
(ii) u(x, T*)=O for all XE~. 
If Q is in KY’ and u a weak solution, there is also an extinction time such 
that (i) and (ii) hold. 
For the sequel, it is more convenient to work with a transformed 
equation. Let u = zP and p = l/m, p E ] 1, + cc [; then u satisfies 
pop-‘(t)u’(t)-Au(t)=0 in Q x 10, T[, 
u(t) = 0 on TX 10, T[, (1.2) 
o(0) = 00 = 24;. 
Berryman and Holland [4] have studied the behavior of u near the 
extinction time T* and obtained estimates of T*. 
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Let p> 1 if d<2 or 1 <p<(d+2)/(&2) 
positive constant C(p) independent of the 
Q<t<T*, 
if d 3 2. Then there exists a 
initial data, such that, for 
(T*-t)(P+l)‘(p--)<c(p) J vP+‘(~, t)dx, (1.3) 
R 
s up+ ‘(x, t) dx < (1 -t/T*)(J’+ ‘)‘(P- ‘) s v;+‘(x) dx. (1.4) R R 
II. DEFINITION, EXISTENCE, AND UNIQUENESS OF 
A NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF (1.2) 
The approximate values u, of v at the time level t, = n At (At denotes the 
time increment) are determined by 
P -~,+~(v;;f-vf:-‘)+AtAv,+,=O, 
P-l 
(2.1) 
where A is the operator -A, of domain D(A) = HA(Q) n H’(SZ). 
In the sequel, we assume that p satisfies the hypothesis (Hl): 
Hl:p> 1 if d<2 or 1 <p<(d+2)/(d-2) if d>2. 
Then we obtain the existence theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Assume the hypothesis (Hl) is satisfied and the initial 
condition v0 is in HA(Q). Then problem (2.1) has a unique positive solution 
v E HA(Q) n C(a) if: 
P J&+‘(x)dx t,=n At<- 
P - l fn Igra;l v,,(x)l* dx 
(2.2) 
Besides zf u0 E C(d), v,, 1 E C2(a). 
Proof: It is made of several steps. 
(i) Existence of a maximal and of a minimal solution. The null 
function is a solution and IIv,JI~~(~) is a supersolution of problem (2.1). 
We set 
f(u)= (p-q) At u(vf:-'-zrl). (2.3) 
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Then relation (2.1) can be written 
Au n+l=f(vn+l). (2.4) 
The function f satisfies the inequality 
f(v) -f(u) 2 - (p~pl),,(Pllv,,l/“-‘-v::-‘)(v-~) 
for Odudvd IIu,II~~(~), that is 
f(v) -f(u) 2 -40 -u), 
where m is a positive function. 
Then problem (2.4) has a maximal solution in HA(Q) n C(a) which is 
between 0 and IIv,II~~(~); the minimal solution is 0 (see Keller [5], Amann 
L-11). 
(ii) Uniqueness of the positive solution. It follows from the fact that 
f(0) = 0 and f(u)/u is a decreasing function of U. 
If ur is the maximal solution and u2 another solution, then 
0 < u2 G Ul G llKlllLyn, and we have the inequality, 
i, (~2A~1-+4u,)d.~=O=jn u,uz(f(ul)lu,-f(u2)/~2)dx, 
hence, U, = u2. 
(iii) Existence of a positive solution. Assume that the approximate 
solution v, at the time level t, is a positive function. Since the hypothesis 
(Hl) is satisfied, we deduce from the Sobolev embedding theorem that 
HA(Q) c Lp+ l(Q), and then we can define the functional J on HA(Q) by 
J(~)=~~Igradv~~dx-(p-p~)~~~ v2v::-‘dx. 
R 
Now consider the problem 
Min J(v) = m, 
UEK 
(2.6) 
where K= {vEH~(Q)/J,vP+‘dx= l}. 
Let ul,,, be a minimizing sequence; since 
we can assume Yn,, 3 0 and the sequence !P+ is bounded in HA(Q). Hence 
there exists a subsequence, again labeled Y,,k, such that Y,,, converges to 
409,‘137,2-5 
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ul,, weakly in HA(Q) and strongly in LP + ‘(62) for some function Y,, ; 
besides, Y”>O, Y,,E K, and J(Y,,) =m. 
Then, we get Vq E HA(Q), 
s ~Y’,&&pdx- ’ R j Y,&plqdx=J(Y,,)~Q Y;cpdx; (P-l)dt n 
and Y’, satisfies the equality 
AY,,= (p-pl)At ff’nuf:-‘+J(ly,) Yi. (2.7) 
Hence, if J( Yu,) < 0, problem (2.1) has a positive solution given by 
(P- l)dt 
> 
Il(p- 1) 
J(Y,r) ul,. 
P 
Now we must show that the condition “J( Y,,) < 0” is satisfied during a 
finite number of time steps. 
In the sequel, we note 
Ilull = II4ILP+qR). 
We set 
Then w, E K, hence J( Y,,) 6 J(w,). 
Now define the functional 
1 
F(4=llullz s R Igra;l VI2 dx. 
Then a simple calculation gives 
and problem (2.1) has a positive solution if 
(P--l)~t~(~,)<Pll~,llP~‘. (2.11) 
To prove that condition (2.11) is satisfied during a finite number of time 
steps, we shall need the two following lemmas that we shall prove at the 
end of Theorem 1. 
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LEMMA 1. The sequence (F(v,)),, N is a decreasing sequence. 
LEMMA 2. The solution v, + , of (2.1) satisfies 
llv,,llp-’  Il%+llIp-~’ GP$ At F(v,). 
End of the proof of Theorem 1. By using Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain 
P-l -AtF(u,+,)-~~~,+,~~‘+‘~2~~AtF(v,)-~~v,l~~-~’, 
P 
hence we get 
P-l -AtF(v,+,)-~~v,,+~~~P+1~(n+2)p~AtF(vo)-~~v,j~p~‘. 
P 
Therefore we obtain a positive solution v,,+~ if 
t n+J(vo)< 5 ll%ll p- ‘. 
This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have the equality 
F(v,+,)=F(Y’,J=J(Y’~)+~~ ,:,-‘dx; 
p-l a 
and by using equality (2.10) we deduce 
Flu,,+ I 1 d Ft‘(u,J 
Proof of Lemma 2. From (2.8), we obtain the equality 
and by using (2.10), we deduce 
- (~v,+,\\p-l<p~At F(v,)- (IvJp--I. 
(2.13) 
Computation of the positive solution of problem (2.1). The value of v, + , 
is computed by an iterative method: We set 
V n + 1.0 = lbnll Lm,a) 
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and we define a sequence (u, + ,, j)jt N by taking u, + ,, j+ I as the solution of 
the linear problem 
Au n+l,j+l + (p~Pl)At(Pll~.I/p~‘-“~-~)“.+l.,+~ 
~(,~~~,,,~PIl”.llp~‘~uf:;t.j~u~~+l.i~ (2.14) 
Then the sequence (u, + i,j)je N is a monotone decreasing sequence 
converging to u, + , (see [ 53). 
III. EXISTENCE AND ESTIMATES OF THE EXTINCTION TIME 
OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Assume that hypothesis (Hl) is satisfied and the initial 
condition u0 is in HA(Q) n C(a). Then there exists an extinction time T* 
such that 
Vn<N, vx E R, u,(x) > 0, and u,=o. 
Besides, there is a positiue constant C, independent of the initial data such 
that 
P lldp- l<T*< P 
p-lF(v,)’ 1p-l Cllhlll p- ‘. (3.1) 
Proof Multiplying Eq. (2.1) by v, + , and integrating by parts, we 
obtain 
P 
p-l II - %+,II P+‘+At I R Iau,+,12dx 
P =- 
j p-l D 
u;+,uf-’ dx. 
The Sobolev embedding theorem assures us that there is a positive 
constant C,(p) such that 
VUE H;(Q), llvll d C,ll~ ull Lqn). 
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Then, from (3.2) we deduce 
p-l” 
- v,+,,,p-1+dt< P p (?; 1p-l II&J p- ’ (3.3) 
and we get 
IIU 
P-l t, 
n+lllP~‘~IIhJIIp--I--- 
P C;’ 
Therefore, v, + I is null if t, 3 (p/(p- 1)) C~IIuOllpP1; and there is an 
extinction time T* = N At such that 
T*< ’ - c;(‘vo”p-‘. 
P-1 
Besides, from Theorem 1, we have 
T*> P II~oIIP~’ 
p-lF(v,)’ 
Hence we get estimates (3.1); from maximum principle, it results that 
vx E 52, u,(x) > 0, if t, < T*. 
Now we establish lower and upper bounds on the rate of decay of IIu,,ll. 
These estimates are the same as those obtained by Berryman and Holland 
[4] for the exact solution. 
LEMMA 3. Assume the hypothesis (Hl) is satisfied and VIE HA(Q) n 
C(d). Then there is a positive constant C(p), independent of the initial data 
such that 
(T* - t,)l’(P-‘)< C(p)llqll for n>O. (3.4) 
Proof. From equality (3.3), we have 
p-l At 
II~,+IIIp-‘~ ll%zllP-‘--- 
P C; 
hence, we get 
p-l jAr 
IlOn+jllpplG IIv~llp~‘L_~~~ 
P C2 
for j>O. 
Letting j = N-n (N At = T*), we have the statement of the lemma, 
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LEMMA 4. Assume the hypothesis (Hl ) is satis$ed and v0 E HA n C(Q). 
The numerical solution v, satisfies 
IIVAI <( 1 -&)“(p-‘) Iluoll. (3.5) 
Proof: From Lemma 2, we get 
llvnIIP--lG IIv,+~IIp~‘+ P-1 -At F(u,) 
P 
and from (3.2) 
II~,+,IIP~ ‘~II~“Ilp~l- P-l -AfF(vn+,). 
P 
Then we deduce, for i, j 3 0 
II”OIIp~l~ ll”,+illp-‘+ ‘$ At ‘2’ F’(v,+,), 
/=O 
IIu,IIp-l d Il~,-jllP~’ - ‘9 At ‘2’ F(v,-,), 
I=0 
hence we get 
(i+ j)llu,IIp--I d jllu,+illp~‘+illv,~illp~’ 
+p~Arj’~‘F(v,+,) 
/=O 
-‘$ At i’c’ F(v,-,) 
I=0 
and since the sequence (F(v,)),, N is decreasing, we get 
Letting j = n and i = N - n, we obtain 
IV. CONVERGENCE OF THE SCHEME 
Before proving the convergence of the scheme, we shall need the 
following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 5. Assume the hypothesis (Hl) is satisfied and USE HA(Q) n 
C(a). The sequence (u,),~ N satisfies 
II~n+1IIL~(q6 ll~nll.yi2). 
The proof results immediately from the proof of Theorem 1. 
(4.1) 
LEMMA 6. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisfied. The 
sequence (u,),, N satisfies 
Proof Multiplying equality (2.1) by u, + 1 - u, and integrating over $2 
we obtain 
P 
p-l *&.I s (0 n+1- u,)(u:;;-u;-‘)dx 
+$j- (J&u,+,12-lgra;lu,12 
R 
+&&I,,+,-uJ*)dx=O. (4.3) 
By summing this equality, for k between 0 and n, we obtain (4.3). 
LEMMA 7. For a, b E R, a, b > 0, the following inequality is satisfied: 
aP-‘(b-a)28aP+‘-bP+‘+ p+l -b2(bP---aP--1), 
P-l 
(4.4) 
Proof: We have the inequality 
baPpl<PAaP+!bP 
P P 
hence we get 
2pb2aP-‘<2(p-1)aPb+2bPf’ 
<(p-1)aP~‘(a2+b2-(a-b)*)+2bP+’ 
and 
(p- l)aP-’ (a-b)*<(p-l)aP+‘-(p+l)b*aP~‘+2br+’ 
d(p-l)(aP+‘-bP+1)+(p+l)b2(br-‘-ap-1). 
Therefore the inequality (4.4) is satisfied. 
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This lemma is used to prove the following. 
LEMMA 8. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisfied. Then 
the sequence (u,), E N satisfies 
~~~~~v:~‘(v.,+,-v.)‘d~-(~~~ll~..ll:,:,,,,~. (4.5) 
Proof: By using the inequality (4.4), we obtain 
I 
“P-1 
n (u,+, -uJ2dx< llu,llp+‘- llu,+,llp+’ R 
+Pfl - u;:+,(vf;;-uf:+)dx 
s p-l R 
and by multiplying (2.1) by u, + 1 and integrating over Q, we get 
s I~v,+,l’dx R 
v:+I(v~;I-u::-l)dx=p_zf.dt~ 
P R 
P-l = --~t~(u,+l)ll~,+ll12. 
P 
Hence we get 
I 
UP-‘(u,+,-u )‘dx 
R n 
n 
d II~,+lIIp--L (Ibnl12- ll~n+1112) 
+ll~,Ilz~Il~,llp~‘-ll~,~+lllp--l) 
P+l -p~f~(U,+,)IIV,+,l12. 
Further, from Lemma 2, we get 
hence for p > 2, 
II4 - lIUn+III Gp+ II~,+1112-p~ll~,II~-1- ll~,+IIIp--I) 
At 
d pF(~.)llvn+Il12~p 
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and for 1 <p<2, 
+(u.,)llu,/l”~“. 
Thus we obtain for p > 1 
f 
UP- 1 
n h7+I-&J2dx 
R 
This concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 9. For a, b E R, a, b > 0, we have the inequality 
5 W - aPplb)-bP+aP 
<Max 1, 
( > 
& (b-a)(bP-‘-up-‘). (4.6) 
Proof: The left side of the inequality is nonnegative and can be written 
5 (bp- UP-lb)-bP+aP= ~(bp~l-ap~l)-ap~l(b-a). 
For p > 2, we have 
bP~1-ap-‘<(p-l)(b-a)bP-2. 
Then we get (4.6). 
For 1 <p<2, we have 
-aPp’(b-a)< - ~(bP-‘-aP-‘). 
The estimate (4.6) follows immediately. 
LEMMA 10. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisfied. Then there 
is a positive constant C(p) independent of the initial condition such that 
%,I - uf: - 
P 
-un+l(u~;+l~-’ 
P-l 
I/ dx 
G C(P) T *l/(P+l)Af(P--l)/(P+l) (4.7) 
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Proof: From the inequality (4.6), we get 
jl v:+, - v; - 
P -vn+‘(u~;;-v~-’ 
R P-l 
)ldx 
<C(P) jQ Iv,+1 -u,I Iv;;;-uf-‘1 dx. 
Since Q is a bounded domain, by using Holder’s inequality the right side 
is bounded by 
C(P? Q) jQ Iv,, 1 -VA 
( 1 
Pl(P+ 1) 
(P+l)/P Iv;;;-,-1 
n I 
(P+l)/Pdx 
PlcP+ 1) 
+u,,l )u,+,-v,,l Iv;;;-v;-‘1 dx 
We deduce 
VP II+1 - v; - 
P 
-zln+‘(v~~;-v~-’ 
P-l 
I/ dx 
<c(P,G) f [ jQ,,+,~,,+,-vn~ Iuf:;f-v;-‘1 dx]“““” 
II=0 
+C(p,Q) 2 [ jQ ~v,+~-v,~~ Iu{;;-v,-~~ dx]p’(p+l’. 
I!=0 
Besides we get easily 
Iv n+‘-Un12 Ivf:;f-u;-‘l 
~~f:~‘l~,+l-~,12+v,+11v”+~-u”~ IV;~f-V~-‘l. 
Hence, we get 
VP n+l - vf: - 
P 
-v,+,(v~;:-u~-’ 
P-1 
11 dx 
<C(,o,Q) 2 [ jQv,j+,Iu~+,-v,J luf:;;-~:-~l dx]p”p+” 
PI=0 
+C(p,Q) 2 [j v:-1(v,,++J2dx]p’(p+1) 
n=O n 
1 
Pl(P+ 1) 
u,I Iv;; ; -v;- ‘1 dx 
The estimate (4.7) follows immediately by using Lemmas 6 and 8. 
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Now we can prove the convergence theorem. 
We define the function udr by, for t E [t,, t, + r [ and n = 0, . . . . N - 1, 
t-t, 
U&(t) = v{ + (oR+ I- v{) -. At (4.8) 
The function udr is in C(0, T; L”(Q))n C(0, T; HA(Q)) and we have the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the hypothesis (Hl) is satisfied and v0 E HA(Q) , 
n C(a). Then the function ud, converges when At tends to 0, to the weak 
solution of problem (0.1) in C(0, T; L’(Q)). 
Proof: The function uAl is bounded in C(0, T; L”(Q))n 
C(0, T; HA(a)). Besides, du,,/dt E L*(O, r; L’(Q)); we get from the 
definition of uA, 
Further, 
)vf:+,-V~I~v,+~IV~;~-vOf:-‘I+U~-’Iu,+~-v,I * 
and 
Iu::~~-uf:-‘16(~-~)(~~x(u,,~,+,~~~-*Iu~+,--~l. 
Since the sequence II,, is uniformly bounded in L”(Q), we obtain 
du,, 
II-II dt Lqo, T: L’(rz)) 
v,+l(V,+I-vnNv~Tf-v f:-‘) dx]“* 
I/2 
-II,)* dx) 11 ; 
and by using Lemmas 6 and 8, we get 
dud, 
II-II 
- 
dt 
d Cllgrad voll (L2(n))dy 
Lqo, T; L’(O)) 
C is a constant depending only on p and mes(R). 
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Hence there exists a subsequence, again labeled udrr such that uAt 
converges to some function u in C(0, T; L’(Q)) with q < 2d/(d- 2) if d> 2, 
q< cc if d=2 and in C((0, T)xQ) if d<2 (see Simon [8]). 
It remains to prove that u is a weak solution of problem (0.1). Let 
cp E C’(w) and YE C’(O, T); we set 
Since v, + i is the solution of (2.1), we have the equality 
P - v,+,(uf:T:-vt:~‘)cp(x)dx 
s p-l R 
+At gra$v,+,.gra;lcpdx=O. 
s R 
Hence, 
(4.9) 
Besides, by using the definition of u4,, we get 
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The last term is bounded by 
x(uf:;;-uf:-‘)-uf:+,+uf: dx 
I I 
and from Lemma 10 this quantity tends to 0 when At tends to 0. 
Then the first term of equality (4.9) converges to 
r 
II u(t)cp(x) ICl’(t) dx dt 0 R 
jQ uo(xMx) df) $@I. 
The second term of equality (4.9) can be written 
T 
SI d’!(t) Adx) $df) dx dt 0 R 
+nio jr;+’ jQ (Q+ 1 -4/!(t)) &(x) $df) dx dt. 
The first part of this expression converges to 
T 
ss 
u’Ip( t) Aq(x) t,b( t) dx dt 
0 R 
and the second part is bounded by 
I/P 
~~~“PII~~ll~~~n~ll~II~~~o,~~ 
L’(0. T; L’(R)) 
Therefore, when At tends to 0, the equality (4.9) becomes 
(1 
4T)cp(x) dx 
R > 
v+(r) + j’ j 4t)cp(x)$‘(t) dx dt 
0 a 
-0 n uo(x)cp(x) dx) ~(0) - jar s, u”“(t) 
x Aq(x) Y(t) dx dt = 0, vlp E C2(i2), YE C’(0, T). 
Hence, we deduce that u is a weak solution of problem (0.1). This 
concludes the proof. 
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